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THE CONTEXT

 View that competition law should be applied more leniently
during downturns.

 Historic examples US National Industrial Recovery Act, 1933
best known but see also 19th century Germany, post-war Japan
and others.

 Paper originally focused on contrasting approaches by EU
Commission in Dutch Bricks and Irish BIDS cases.

 Must also look at State interventions in various countries in
support of stricken banks.
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NIRA

 General consensus – NIRA cartelisation of US industry increased prices,
reduced output and prolonged Great Depression.

 “The more important effect of the NIRA was to diminish the
responsiveness of price changes to the deviation of output from trend.
By preventing the large negative deviation of output from trend in the
mid-1930s from exerting deflationary pressure, it prevented the
economy’s self-correction mechanism from working. Thus, the NIRA can
be best thought of as a force holding back recovery, rather than as one
actively depressing output.” C. Romer, (1999) Why Did Prices Rise
During the 1930s?, Journal of Economic History, 59(1), p. 197.

 See G.B. Eggertsson, (2012), Was the New Deal Contractionary?,
American Economic Review, 102(1) for a contrary view. In unique
circumstances of Depression, liquidity trap, cartels might have aided
recovery by raising inflationary expectations. Note accepts that monetary
and fiscal policy main drivers of recovery and that absent liquidity trap
cartels will prove harmful.
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THE OFFICIAL LINE

 More lenient application of competition law not justified by
downturn.

 “The term ‘crisis cartels’ is misleading as it may create
expectations that competition authorities might envisage to
allow cartels in order to protect industry from an economic
crisis in general. However, the discussion of industrial
restructuring agreements should not be related to the current,
or any other, cyclical economic crisis and the recession
induced fall in demand.” EU Commission, (2011), Submission
to OECD Round-Table on Crisis Cartels.

 Similar line adopted by US DoJ and OFT.
 UK Government published proposals to toughen competition

law in 2011.
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STRUCTURAL V CYCLICAL

 “...structural overcapacity exists where over a prolonged period
all the undertakings concerned have been experiencing a
significant reduction in their rates of capacity utilisation and a
drop in output accompanied by substantial operating losses
and where the information available does not indicate that any
lasting improvement can be expected in this situation in the
medium-term.” EU Commission, (1982), Twelfth Report on
Competition Policy, point 38.

 Synthetic Fibres (1984)
 Enichem ICI (1987)
 Dutch Bricks (1994).
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DOES STRUCTURAL OVERCAPACITY REQUIRE 
COLLECTIVE RESPONSE.
 Externality problem.
 Firm may rationally decide not to exit even if losing money if it 

believes that there is a significant probability that one or more 
other firms will exit thus offering the prospect of higher net 
worth from staying and increasing market share than from 
exiting.

 Form of “prisoners’ dilemma”.
 Commission – “War of Attrition” – assumes exit is an all or 

nothing decision which it frequently is not.
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BIDS AGREEMENT

1. Some members of BIDS would leave the industry (the “goers”) and some 
members would stay in the industry (the “stayers”).

2. The stayers would pay a €2 levy (per head of cattle slaughtered within their 
usual volume of production) and a €11 levy (per head of cattle 
slaughtered above usual volume of production).

3. Proceeds from the levies would be used to buy out the goers.
4. The goers would have to agree to :

a. decommission their plants;
b. sell their equipment used for primary beef processing only to stayers 

or to purchasers outside the island of Ireland;
c. refrain from using sites for beef processing for five years; and,

d. enter two year non-compete clause in relation to the processing of 
cattle on the island of Ireland.
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IRISH COMPETITION AUTHORITY CHALLENGE

 BIDS a per se breach of Article 101(1).
 CA believed Dutch Bricks and Synthetic Fibres decisions

had been superseded and in any case were inherently
defective because of the absence of sufficient analysis by
the Commission.

 Implies Commission decision may not necessarily be
followed if it is felt that the Commission had simply not
done a good job in the first place.

 What about Regulation 1/2003?
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ECJ BIDS ILLEGAL BY OBJECT.

 “The BIDS arrangements are intended […], essentially, to
enable several undertakings to implement a common policy
which has as its object the encouragement of some of them to
withdraw from the market and the reduction, as a
consequence, of the overcapacity which affects their
profitability […]. That type of arrangement conflicts patently
with the concept inherent in the [TFEU] provisions relating to
competition, according to which each economic operator must
determine independently the policy which it intends to adopt
on the common market. Article [101(1) TFEU] is intended to
prohibit any form of coordination which deliberately substitutes
practical cooperation between undertakings for the risks of
competition.”
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BIDS – A POLICY SHIFT BY COMMISSION?

 “As is evident from the recent case law of the ECJ in Irish Beef,
industrial restructuring agreements will in principle constitute a
restriction of competition by object within the meaning of
Article 101(1) TFEU. Restrictions of competition by object are
those that by their very nature have the potential of restricting
competition. It is not necessary to examine the actual or
potential effects of an agreement on the market once its anti-
competitive object has been established.” (Emphasis in
original). EU Commission (2011).
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COMMISSION CLARIFICATION
 The Commission subsequently clarified its position indicating that industry

restructuring agreements may satisfy the requirements of Article 101(3).
 It must be shown that the agreement in question ensures that inefficient 

capacity will exit the market;
 Agreements which include restrictions on the remaining firms increasing 

output post restructuring are unlikely to satisfy Article 101(3) as this would 
prevent the remaining firms benefiting from any economies of scale if they 
increase output to capture the market share of the firms exiting the market.

 The indispensability requirement of Article 101(3) means that there must be 
“no other economically practicable and less restrictive means of achieving 
the efficiencies.” EU Commission (2011).

 In general industry restructuring agreements unlikely to meet these 
conditions.
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ARE BANKS DIFFERENT?

 Response to financial crisis in UK, Ireland and elsewhere explicitly designed
to weaken competition so as to enable banks to increase profitability and
rebuild balance sheets combined with large quantities of State aid.

 We are unaware of any regulatory agency attempting to justify such
measures by reference to the classic arguments in relation to sector
consolidation where firms are failing due to “cyclical” or “structural”
capacity issues.

 Intermediaries in trouble could well be said to be failing firms, but (a) their
predicament did not arise from higher costs structures, or a fall in demand
for their product variants, but from unwise (to put it mildly) investment
decisions (purchases of assets) or creation of liabilities, which had the
effect of bankrupting them via their balance sheets without affecting their
underlying ability to trade profitably, and (b) that the crisis was not caused
by a cyclical or structural fall in demand for intermediation.

 Management bet the banks’ equity (and more) and lost it
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2 BROAD EXPLANATIONS FOR EXPLOSION OF TRADE IN 
COMPLEX STRUCTURED FINANCIAL PRODUCTS.

1. A more sophisticated form of risk sharing and risk transfer, illustrating the
benefit of creating new markets.

2. Largely driven by information asymmetries: products bought by people who
simply overestimated their value.

1 Private profitability mirrored by public benefits - lower cost of risk.
2 Private profitability illusory and disappears when asset values correct
themselves. Evident that this explanation closer to the truth.
Not just hindsight. Fragility of financial system increases during expansionary
phase of economic cycle - unrealistic expectations of asset values on the part
of one bank highly likely to be matched by unrealistic expectations by other
banks. H.P. Minsky, (1982), Inflation, Recession and Economic Policy.
Problem not increased uncertainty in sense of an underlying volatility in asset
prices, but realisation that information set of decision makers was defective.
Known unknowns one thing: unknown unknowns quite another. Decisions
reflected incomplete knowledge concerning financial risks. As wholly
unexpected (by them) events occurred, world appeared to become more
uncertain. www.compecon.ie 



“TOO BIG TO FAIL”

 “Governments in the UK and elsewhere prevented 
banks from failing in 2008 because the alternative of 
allowing them to go bankrupt was regarded as 
intolerable. The financial system was on the point of 
seizing up. Vital banking services, the continuous 
provision of which is imperative, would have been 
disrupted at potentially enormous economic and 
social cost.” Independent Commission on Banking 
(ICB), (2011), p.8.

 Struggling banks could not be regarded as “failing 
firms” but as “too big to fail”.
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INCREASED CONCENTRATION = INCREASED INSTABILITY.

 Greater financial market concentration increases risk of global financial instability  - every 
concentrated financial player is a counterparty to most, if not all, other major players in the same 
market. If one fails financial viability of all of its counterparties is called into question. Increased 
concentration in banking markets since the onset of the crisis associated with twin ills of greater 
pricing power and the higher likelihood of another financial crisis.  

 “These concerns are reinforced by adverse non-competition-related factors such as poor internal 
risk management practices by the financial firms themselves, government guarantees to depositors, 
and moral hazard.” (OECD, 2011).

 “Too big to fail” doctrine means that implicit guarantees persist indefinitely.
 “The criteria needed to qualify for these guarantees are, essentially, that the firm is large, well 

established, and unsuccessful commercially. It is difficult to think of a policy more directly 
contradictory to the central dynamic of the market economy.” J. Kay, (2009), The Rationale of the 
Market Economy: A European Perspective, Capitalism and Society, 4(3).

 Due to political influence of financial sector particularly investment banks. One of original objectives 
of Sherman Act was to curb political influence of large firms.   

 “There are clear common elements in what is happening, and what should be happening, in both 
financial services and media. There is a need for policy, but policy aimed at supporting the market, 
not supporting the industry: policy towards breaking up the industry, not promoting concentration: 
policy towards facilitating entry, not conferring artificial advantages on established firms: policy 
towards removing distortions of competition, not creating them.” Kay, (2009), p.8.
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CAN COMPETITION POLICY RESOLVE PROBLEM 
OF “TOO BIG TO FAIL”?
 ICB recommended far reaching structural reforms in UK banking -

Government has decided against implementing recommendations in full. 
See “Vickers says financial reforms are too soft”, Financial Times, 14 July 
2012.

 EU Commission has used state aid policing powers to compel a dramatic 
restructuring of European banking system. Commission approval of State 
aid frequently contingent on banks making extensive divestments of assets 
with a 50% reduction in banks’ balance sheets the norm. Banks and 
Member States have also had to give various behavioural commitments. 
including a commitment by banks in receipt of state aid not to offer more 
favourable terms than institutions which were not in receipt of such aid. 
Such a requirement would appear to be anti-competitive. 

 Whether imposing such restructuring via a series of individual state aid 
decisions will increase the stability of the EU financial sector going forward 
and reduce the risk of a repeat of the “too big to fail” crisis, is far from clear 
at this stage.
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TO BOLDLY GO

 “Ultimately the current Commission practice means that a 
small team of Commission officials decides, in the course 
of negotiating commitments, what structural changes are 
desirable for a given firm and ultimately for the financial 
sector as a whole. This is an enormous responsibility and 
an extremely courageous task since, at the present stage, 
it is virtually impossible to determine with reliable 
accuracy which requirements are sensible and which are 
harmful from a macroeconomic point of view.” U. Soltesz 
and C. von Kockritz, (2010), From State Aid Control to the 
Regulation of the European Banking System – DG Comp 
and the Restructuring of Banks, European Competition 
Journal, 6(1), 285-307.
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THANK YOU.
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